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Abstract
Price discrimination by consumer’s purchase history is widely used in regulated industries, such as communication or utilities, both by incumbents and
entrants. I show that such discrimination can have surprisingly negative welfare effects – even though prices and industry profits fall, so does consumer
surplus. Earlier studies that did not allow entrants to discriminate or assumed symmetric firms yielded sharply different results, the pro–competitive
effect of price discrimination are stronger in these settings. Imposing a pricing
constraint on incumbent’s discrimination leads the entrant to discriminate
more heavily, but still improves both consumer and producer welfare.
Keywords: History–based price discrimination, asymmetric price
discrimination, switching cost
JEL: L13 L41
1. Introduction
“Enjoy a 50% discount – only when switching from a competitor”. Such
history–based price discrimination (Gehrig et al., 2012) is often used as a
pricing strategy in subscription markets from software 1 to communications.
For example, Italian mobile incumbent TIM offers one month free and extra 4G to switching consumers, while competitors Tre and WIND reward
I
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For example, Microsoft, an entrant in the web-based customer relationship management software (CRM) market, in 2010 offered a $200 discount per user for firms switching
from incumbent Salesforce, who made no similar offer to Microsoft’s consumers (Rosoff,
2010)
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switchers with a permanent 50% discount on the monthly bill2 . Naturally,
the competitive and welfare effects of such price discrimination in oligopolies
are of intense policy interest to regulators and competition authorities alike
(c.f. Swedish Competition Authority (2005, chapter 1)): is price discrimination a symptom of a competitive market? Does it lead to exploitation
of certain consumer groups? Can constraints – or indeed outright bans –
of price discrimination raise consumer surplus or social welfare? And what
about industry profits?
This paper shows that history–based price discrimination in asymmetric industries can have surprisingly negative welfare implications. I study
a duopoly with two consumer groups, “old” consumers who previously purchased from the incumbent firm and face switching cost, and “new” consumers who do not. Crucially, I allow both entrant and incumbent to use price
discrimination, which is the practically relevant case in many markets. Then
price discrimination harms consumer welfare – even though prices, on average, fall. This stands in contrast to symmetric models, which inform many
policy debates, where consumers typically benefit from pro–competitive effects of price discrimination3 . Furthermore, industry profits suffer from discrimination.
I contribute to the literature in three ways. First I show that even “pro–
competitive” price discrimination – in the sense of falling prices – can harm
consumers, an observation that appears to have been so far overlooked, but
has important implications for empirical research. Second, entrants can come
to know a potential consumer’s purchase status with the incumbent through
suitably designed pricing menus; thus the two–sided price discrimination observed in practice is firmly rooted in theory. Finally, asymmetric regulation
of incumbent’s price discrimination endogenously leads to entrant to discriminate more heavily, a “see–saw” effect, but still improves consumer and social
welfare.
A large theoretical literature studies price discrimination based on purchase status, surveyed in Fudenberg et al. (2006) and Esteves (2009). As in
Thisse and Vives (1988), these models typically show that price discrimination leads firms to compete more fiercely over each marginal consumer; thus,
2

Table 1 documents the use of history–based price discrimination in European mobile
markets
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price discrimination is pro–competitive and benefits consumers, although social welfare costs of discrimination are well known (e.g. due to excessive
switching, as in Chen (1997)). Fundamentally, the pro–competitive effect is
due best–response asymmetry Corts (1998), i.e. each firm wanting to discriminate in favor of consumers currently buying from a competitor – leading to a
prisoner’s dilemma–like dynamic of falling prices for all. But, as the present
paper shows, best response asymmetry need not arise in asymmetric industries; hence the competitive and welfare effects are drastically different.
The effects of price discrimination in asymmetric industries are less well
explored. Gehrig et al. (2011) study a model closely related to mine, but
a priori constrain the entrant to uniform pricing; I show that entrants can
in fact elicit such information through second–degree price discrimination,
and allowing for this reverses their social welfare result. In Chen (2008),
an incumbent has a captive segment and faces entry only in a competitive
segment; price discrimination by the entrant is thus precluded. He shows that
allowing the incumbent to discriminate tends to benefit consumers through
lower prices – as long as it not cause the competitor to exit. Bouckaert
et al. (2013) study a two–period model, where an incumbent has a sheltered
segment; both firms compete over a competitive segment a la Fudenberg and
Tirole (2000). They show that price discrimination can facilitate entry and
raise welfare when the monopolistic segment is small.
Policy interventions to limit price discrimination of the incumbent raise
consumer surplus and social welfare. While uniform pricing by all firms may
be necessary to achieve a first best, competition authorities and regulators
typically have the most influence over incumbents, not entrants. In the case of
on–net/off–net price discrimination, the Colombian telecoms regulator moved
to impose a cap on price discrimination by the incumbent, leaving entrants
free to discriminate; while in Portugal, the incumbent network proposed a
voluntary commitment to abstain from on–net/off-net price discrimination as
a merger remedy (see Telecommunications Management Group, Inc. (2011,
sections 3,7) respectively). Since regulation is often asymmetric (Peitz, 2005),
I follow Bouckaert et al. (2013) and focus on asymmetric pricing constraints
affecting only the incumbent. Precisely, the policy instrument in my model
is a cap on the incumbent’s price wedge between old and new consumers.
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2. Model
I consider a duopoly, with incumbent – firm I – located at point 0 of the
Hotelling line, and the entrant E at point 1. Thus, entry has already happened: the concern of the analysis is the asymmetry of market shares. There
is a unit mass of consumers is distributed uniformly on the Hotelling line,
with position indexed by x and partitioned – independently of their location –
into two groups: old consumers, with mass 1 − θ, have all purchased from the
incumbent in a past period. These consumers would incur a switching cost
s if they moved to the entrant. The remaining mass, θ, are new consumers
just joining the market, who obviously do not face any switching costs. The
utility of consumption is β, sufficiently high to ensure full market coverage.
Consumers face constant transportation cost per unit of distance t. I assume
that 0 < s < 3t, which ensures the old segment is potentially competitive.
Both firms engage in price discrimination. Incumbent I has a “customer
database”, containing the identities of all old consumers. Absent regulation,
she can thus engage in third degree price discrimination and charge prices
pIO and pIN respectively. The entrant E may engage in second degree price
E
discrimination, targeting price pE
O to old and pN to new consumers. Old
consumers can reveal their status if they so choose; for this to be incentive
E
compatible, we must of course have pE
O ≤ pN . The equilibrium prices are
determined in a simultaneous pricing game.
The marginal consumers are hence given by:
( pE −pI +t+s
O

x̃O =
x̃N =

O

2t
I
pE
N −pO +t+s
2t
I
pE
N − pN + t

E
if pE
O ≤ pN

(1)

otherwise

(2)

2t

Both firms face constant and common marginal cost, normalised to zero.
There is no fixed cost; hence firms’ profit functions are given by
π I = (1 − θ)x̃O pIO + θx̃N pIN
E

π = (1 − θ)(1 −

x̃O )pE
O

(3)

+ θ(1 −

x̃N )pE
N

Solving the model yields the following unique equilibrium:
4

(4)

Proposition 1. There is a unique equilibrium such that
(a) Old consumers x̃∗O < 21 + 6ts and new consumers x̃∗N < 12 purchase from
the incumbent; all others from the entrant
s
(b) The incumbent charges p∗I
O = t + 3 to old consumers, and the entrant’s
s
∗I
∗E
switching price is p∗E
O = t − 3 . Both firms charge pN = pN = t to new
consumers
Proof. All proofs are collected in the appendix
The equilibrium replicates stylized facts discussed above well. First, the
incumbent remains dominant in the market, because of a majority share
among old consumers. Old consumers staying with the incumbent pay the
highest price, and switchers pay the least. New consumer prices lie between
these extremes. By construction, the incumbent does not make switching
offers, which also agrees with the stylized facts.
Result 1. In equilibrium, both entrant and incumbent engage in price discrimination
The equilibrium is unique, and has the incentive compatibility constraint
on the entrant non-binding. Although the incumbent charges a higher price
to old consumers, the entrant in equilibrium wants to give a sufficiently
large switching discount to old consumers vis-a-vis new consumers and thus
induces them to reveal their status. Thus, in the switching cost setting, the
entrant’s lack of data does not have a strategic effect4 .
3. An Asymmetric Pricing Constraint: Strategic Effects
Price discrimination refers to price differences that cannot be attributed
to marginal cost differences. Given the assumptions on marginal cost, we can
identify the price wedge δi = |piO −piN | as our measure of price discrimination.
Let ∆ denote the constraint imposed on the incumbent’s price discrimination:
|pIO − pIN | ≤ ∆

(5)

This construction effectively turns price discrimination into a continuous
variable, as in Layson (1998) for the monopoly case. It clearly encompasses
4
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the polar cases ∆ = 0, i.e. a complete ban on price discrimination, as well
as absence of any regulation (∆ = ∞), while also allowing for intermediate
policies that merely place a cap on the price wedge (as in the Colombian
example discussed in the introduction). In contrast to the more standard
“binary” approach (i.e, considering only the extreme cases), this approach
also has a technical advantage: it enables the use of Leibnitz’ rule to precisely
disentangle the various welfare effects.
Given the policy adopted by the regulator, the incumbent’s problem now
is to maximise equation 3 subject to this constraint. This leads to the following unique equilibrium:
Proposition 2. Only if ∆ ∈ [0, 3s ], the pricing constraint binds. Then,
(a) Old consumers with x̃∗O ≤ 12 + s(θ+2)
− ∆θ
and new consumers with x̃∗N ≤
12t
4t
1
+ s(θ−1)+3∆
− ∆θ
purchase from firm I, and all others from firm E
2
12t
4t
s(1−θ)
s(1−θ)
+ ∆θ + t, p∗I
− ∆(1 − θ) + t.
(b) Firm I sets prices p∗I
N =
O =
3
3
(3∆−s)θ
s(1−θ)
s
Firm E’s prices are p∗E
− 3 + t and p∗E
− ∆(1−θ)
+t
O =
N =
6
6
2
Under regulation, old consumers pay less and are more likely to buy from
the incumbent, vice–versa for new consumers. Figure 1 visualises the comparative statics, with dotted lines indicating pre–regulation prices and market
shares and solid lines indicating outcomes for binding pricing constraints.
p∗I
OLD
p∗E
OLD
i. Old

x̃∗OLD

0
p∗I
N EW

ii. New
0

1
p∗E
N EW

x̃∗N EW

1

Figure 1: Comparative Statics of Regulation

Regulation of the incumbent induces the entrant to engage in stronger
price discrimination. Indeed, under the equilibrium prices given in proposi6

tion 2, the entrants price discrimination behaves as
∗E
δE = p∗E
N − pO =

s−∆
2

(6)

which is decreasing in ∆. Tighter regulation – a lower delta – thus promotes
entrant’s price discrimination. This illustrates that the assumption of uniform pricing by the entrant in Gehrig et al. (2011) may be problematic when
simulating the effect of a possible ban on incumbent price discrimination.
Summarising,
Result 2 (See-Saw Effect). As the incumbent’s price discrimination is constrained, the entrant’s price discrimination becomes stronger
Such counter-intuitive, indirect effects of interventions are well-known
in other contexts of the regulation literature, e.g. the “waterbed effect”
in Inderst and Valletti (2011). Importantly in view of proposition 2, the
asymmetric pricing constraint does not monotonically move the industry
closer to equal pricing, which will have welfare implications to be discussed.
It remains to investigate the further properties of the equilibrium. First,
consider market shares. The firms’ market shares move in opposite directions
in each segment. In fact, a calculation shows that – given the linear structure
of the model – regulation merely shifts market shares between segments:
(1 − θ)x̃O + θx̃N =

1 s(1 − θ)
+
2
6t

(7)

which does not depend on ∆. Hence,
Result 3. Overall market shares are invariant to the pricing constraint
In Gehrig et al. (2011), the same result holds. However, quantitatively,
the changes in market share are smaller in the present model – since the
entrant price in each segment moves in the same direction as the incumbent’s,
the shift in marginal consumers becomes smaller. Importantly, this shows
that one benefit often conceded to bans on price discrimination – that they
allow smaller players to increase their market share – need not always arise.
4. Welfare and History–Based Price Discrimination
History–based price discrimination has surprisingly negative welfare consequences in this model. As the incumbent’s pricing constraint ∆ is relaxed,
7

old consumers face rising prices and increased switching rates; while new consumers benefit from lower prices and a more efficient brand allocation, the
corresponding gains are small. In fact, even though price discrimination is
pro–competitive – prices fall on average – consumer welfare falls under price
discrimination. Due to the pro–competitive effect, industry profits also fall
under price discrimination. Hence, price discrimination leads to a “lose-lose”
that harms social welfare.
First, some notation. Let vj (x; p) denote the indirect utility function of
a consumer of location x when facing prices p, where j = {OLD, N EW }.
Consumer surplus can be written as the integral of indirect utility over all
consumers:
Z 1
Z 1
vN (x; p)dx
(8)
vO (x; p)dx +θ
CS = (1 − θ)
0
0
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
CSO

CSN

The welfare effects of price discrimination on consumers can be derived
,a
conveniently through Leibnitz’ rule. The expression of interest being dCS
d∆
key advantage of focusing on an interval for pricing constraints instead of a
ban/no regulation setting, one can disentangle quite precisely the different
forces acting on welfare. I proceed analogously for social welfare and producer
surplus. These calculations yield
Result 4. Price discrimination harms consumer welfare. There is a distributional conflict between old consumers – who face rising prices – and new
consumers, who gain from lower prices in a discriminatory setting. However,
benefits to new consumers are small, so consumers as a whole lose under price
discrimination
The harmful effects on consumer surplus are entirely driven by price
changes on extra–marginal consumers. This is a consequence of the envelope theorem: a small relaxation in the pricing constraint does not affect the
welfare of the marginal consumer between incumbent and entrant in either
segment. Given a small relaxation of the constraint, incumbent’s prices for
the 1 − θ mass of old consumers rise at rate θ, and fall at rate 1 − θ for new
consumers. The entrant’s prices move in the same directions, but at half
the rate – a consequence of the linear Hotelling structure of the model. But
crucially, since old consumers purchase from the incumbent at a higher rate
than new ones, the net welfare change is negative: losses to old consumers
weigh more heavily, and hence consumer surplus fall.
8

The negative consumer surplus result is not typical of the literature. In
Chen (1997) or Fudenberg and Tirole (2000), price discrimination leads to
“all out” competition, i.e. all prices falling; thus consumers benefit. But
these results are derived in symmetric settings. In the domain of asymmetric models, Chen (2008) shows that allowing incumbents to discriminate
can also intensify competition and benefit consumers, as long as it does not
cause exit. However, in monopoly settings, price discrimination often facilitates exploitation of consumers (Layson, 1998). Thus one would expect very
asymmetric industries to approximate this result, as indeed is the case in
Gehrig et al. (2011).
A regulator may, for policy reasons, favor “vulnerable” consumer groups.
Hviid and Price (2012) discuss the case of the UK energy market, where the
protection of “vulnerable” consumers is part of the statutory mandate of
regulator Ofgem. In particular, such consumers are – for various reasons –
often not able to switch. As constraints on price discrimination most strongly
reduce the incumbent’s price charged to old consumers, i.e. non–switchers,
this adds a further equity rationale to such a policy.
Result 5. Price discrimination is “pro–competitive”, and reduces industry
profits. Discrimination enhances the profitability of the incumbent while diminishing that of the entrant.
Price discrimination leads to falling average prices. As ∆ is relaxed, the
incumbent raises prices for old consumers while lowering them for new ones;
due to strategic complementarity, the entrant’s prices move in the same direction. These price movements benefit incumbent profitability – who can
more effectively exploit old consumers under discrimination – and harm the
entrant; overall, industry profits fall. In contrast, in Gehrig et al. (2011),
price discrimination does not affect entrant prices and profits; only the incumbent benefits from discrimination, and accordingly industry profits rise.
Symmetric models often have profits of all firms falling, e.g. Chen (1997).
Excessive switching under price discrimination causes social welfare to
fall:
Result 6. Social welfare falls under price discrimination, because the losses
due to excessive switching outweigh gains from improved brand allocation of
consumers
Social welfare effects are driven entirely by marginal consumers. Price
discrimination increases switching rates, i.e. the marginal old consumer turns
9

to purchasing from the entrant as ∆ is relaxed. This affects welfare positively
through the change in brand allocation – since the marginal consumer x̃O >
1/2, the marginal consumer’s preferred brand is that of the entrant – and
negatively through the increase in switching cost s. Among new consumers,
the incumbent’s market share rises; this is good for welfare, since the marginal
new consumer indeed prefers the incumbent’s brand (x̃N ≤ 1/2). However,
observe that the overall welfare effect of price discrimination on social welfare
is negative: the deadweight loss due to switching outweighs the positive
effects of better brand allocation. The negative social effects of switching are
well–known in the theoretical literature and also arise in symmetric settings,
c.f Chen (1997). Interestingly, Gehrig et al. (2011) find that history–based
price discrimination increases social welfare. In their model, the lack of
entrant’s price response discrimination drives increases in producer surplus
under discrimination; these outweigh the costs to consumers.
Throughout the analysis, I have assumed that the segment of “old” consumers is potentially competitive, i.e. switching costs are not too high. This
assumption is supported by evidence, e.g. Hviid and Price (2012) report
that half of old consumers in UK energy market switched within a decade.
However, comparison with results for the “sheltered” case, as in Bouckaert
et al. (2013), is very interesting. As the authors show, when the sheltered
segment is large, an incumbent constrained to uniform pricing raises prices
in the competitive segment, causing a loss of consumer and social welfare
overall.
To conclude, the model implies that history–based price discrimination
may have very negative consequences for consumers and producers alike.
Indeed, a ban on incumbent price discrimination would clearly be welfare
optimal in this setting.
5. Policy Implications
Price discrimination can take a myriad of forms, and effects can differ
greatly depending on industry structure and the precise pricing strategy employed. Accordingly, as Geradin and Petit (2005) point out, price discrimination is one of the most complex areas of European competition law and
a “case–by–case” approach is often required. In this discussion, I demonstrate the relevance of the precise setting studied in the model. Moreover, I
argue that the main trade–offs in which the policy debate is often framed –
exploitation of consumers versus exclusion of smaller firms – is incomplete;
10

Country
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Italy
Italy
Italy
Italy
France
France
France
France
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain

Operator
Type
Share
T-Mobile
Incumbent 33%
Vodafone
Entrant
30%
E-Plus (Base)
Entrant
21%
O2
Entrant
17%
Tim
Incumbent 38%
Vodafone
Entrant
26%
Wind
Entrant
25%
Tre
Entrant
11%
Orange
Incumbent 41%
SFR
Entrant
32%
Bouygues
Entrant
17%
Free Mobile
Entrant
9%
Movistar
Incumbent 42%
Vodafone
Entrant
29%
Orange
Entrant
23%
Yoigo
Entrant
6%

Offer?
Details
No
No
No
Yes
60e one–time discount
Yes
1 month free + 1G extra internet
No
Yes
50% permanent discount
Yes
50% permanent discount
No
Yes
50e one–time discount
Yes
50e one–time discount
No
No
No
No
Yes
5e one–time discount

Figure 2: Switching Offers in European Mobile Markets5

one needs to take into account deadweight welfare losses too. This angle may
lead to a more positive evaluation of constraints on price discrimination, even
in competitive settings.
History–based price discrimination is prevalent in key European mobile
markets, as the pricing data in table 1 show. In all markets studied, at least
one firm engages in this form of price discrimination. There is considerable
variance in the use of switching offers: in Italy, three out of the four main
networks use price discrimination, including the incumbent – while in Germany and Spain, only the smallest networks make switching offers. Clearly,
the data show that one cannot restrict attention to discrimination of the
incumbent only when analyzing these markets. Moreover, the discounts offered to switching consumers are often very significant, such as a permanent
50% discount on the monthly bill; highlighting the importance of switching
to how these markets work.
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Price discrimination is often viewed through the lens of exploitation vs.
exclusion. As Karlinger and Motta (2012) show, price discrimination typically leads to lower prices for consumers. This may promote consumer surplus, as long is it does not cause exit. Similarly, in Chen (2008), consumers
in the competitive segment buy more units when price discrimination is allowed, driving another welfare gain. This analysis has been influential on
policy, with e.g Papandropoulos (2007) emphasising the need for “caution”
when limiting price discrimination unless exclusion is a concern. But with
switching cost, as the present analysis shows, lower average prices do not
even imply higher consumer surplus: consumers may need to expend more
effort on switching that renders the gains void. Especially in subscription
markets, such as regulated utilities, the existence of switching friction may
indeed call for less price discrimination than would otherwise be the case.
It is intuitive that asymmetric industries call for asymmetric regulation.
In an incumbent–entrant setting, Peitz (2005) demonstrates that asymmetric
access charge regulation leads to better outcomes than symmetric regulation.
The current European regulatory framework favors wholesale price regulation
over retail price regulation. But Hoernig et al. (2014) demonstrate, uniform
pricing constraints at the retail level can further improve social welfare after access charge regulation has already been implemented. Hoernig (2008)
shows uniform pricing constraints may increase social welfare, but can cause
a loss of consumer surplus due to higher prices.
Empirically, the track record of uniform pricing constraints has been uneven. Consider the use of non–discrimination clauses in the UK retail energy
sector (Hviid and Price, 2012). Here, individual regions are well described
by the “inherited monopoly” model, with the previous regional incumbent
in a dominant position. In 2009, the regulator introduced a clause requiring
firms to charge uniform markups at the national level ; Hviid and Price (2012)
argue that best response asymmetry holds nationally in the UK energy retail
market, and hence explain why this regulation led to higher prices across
all markets. An alternative policy would be to require uniform pricing only
in those regions where the incumbent is dominant, leaving pricing unconstrained in each firm’s “weak market”. The present analysis suggests that
5

Pricing data collected from networks’ websites between 22–26 November 2013.
Subscriber shares obtained from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mobile_
network_operators_of_Europe and national sources cited therein.
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such an alternative policy may have benign welfare consequences.
6. Conclusion
As subscription markets are growing, history–based price discrimination
and its associated complexity of pricing strategies is becoming ever more
important. This paper studied an empirically important case of such price
discrimination – an asymmetric industry, where both incumbent and entrant
may use history–based price discrimination – contributing to the literature on
asymmetric price discrimination (Chen (2008),Bouckaert et al. (2013),Gehrig
et al. (2011)). Regulation of the incumbent causes entrants to discriminate
more heavily, and bans on price discrimination increase average prices and
hence industry profits.
But even “pro–competitive” price discrimination can harm consumers.
When switching cost is important, the increased competitive intensity under discrimination may not be enough to compensate for the increased effort
consumers have to exert to claim the lower prices. Moreover, it is already
well established in the literature that price discrimination can harm social
welfare, due to excessive switching. Interestingly, lower prices do not necessarily benefit anyone. Uniform pricing constraints on an incumbent may
thus promote social welfare.
Appendix
This appendix collects the proofs of the statements in the main text.
Proof of Proposition 1: Equilibrium requires simultaneous maximisation of
E
equations (3-4). Consider first the case pE
O < pN . This yields the first–order
conditions:






 dπI  
−2(1−θ) (1−θ) 0 0 






dpIO


 I  




p
(1−θ)(t+s)



 dπE  
 1 
 dpE   (1−θ) −2(1−θ) 0 0  pOE
(1−θ)(t−s)
 IO  + 
 OI = 

 pN
 dπ  
θt
 2t
I




 dpN  

0
−2θ θ  pE
θt

 0

N


dπ E






E
dpN




0
0
θ −2θ
Since θ is interior, the block–diagonal system has full rank; thus, there
is a unique solution. Moreover, one can easily verify the global concavity
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of the system, hence the FOC is sufficient. Solving the system yields prices
claimed in the proposition, and market shares follow from substition into (1E
2). Moreover, by inspection, pE
O < pN holds; thus, the information constraint
on the entrant is non–binding.
Proof of Proposition 2: With the pricing constraint, the incumbent’s problem
can be written in Kuhn–Tucker form:

LI = (1 − θ)x̃O pIO + θx̃N pIN − λ |pIO − pIN | − ∆
(9)
The entrant’s problem remains unchanged. Consider first the case where the
constraint is non–binding, i.e. λ = 0. In this case, the first order conditions
s
∗I
remain as in proposition 1. We have p∗I
O − pN = 3 ; for this solution to be in
s
the feasible set, we must have ∆ ≥ 3 .
Suppose now the constraint binds (λ 6= 0). After substitution of the
constraint, we obtain the system of first–order conditions








 I  
(1−θ) 0  

 −2



dπ







I
I


dpN
2∆(θ
−1)
+
s(1−θ)+
t
p
 1 



N
 dπI 


E
 I = 
 pO  +  (∆ + t)(1+θ)− s(1−θ) 
 dpOE   (1−θ) −2(1−θ) 0 


2t


dπ
θt

 pE


N


E




dpN






θ
0
−2θ
Solving, analogously to proposition 1, the system and substituting back into
the constraint yields prices and, through (1–2) the marginal consumers as
claimed.
Proof of Result 1: By inspection of proposition 1, both firms charge different
prices to each consumer group.
Proof of Result 2: The price wedge of the entrant is given by
∗E
δE = |p∗E
O − pN | =

s−∆
2

(10)

which is decreasing in ∆. Hence regulation – lower ∆ –causes the price wedge
to increase.
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Proof of Result 4: The derivative of consumer surplus (equation 8) is given
by
Z x̃O

Z 1
dp∗E
dCS
dp∗I
O
O
−
= (1 − θ)
dx +
dx
(11)
−
d∆
d∆
d∆
x̃O
0

Z x̃N
Z 1
dp∗E
dp∗I
N
N
+ θ
dx +
−
dx
−
d∆
d∆
x̃N
0
(s − ∆)(1 − θ)θ
= −
<0
(12)
8t
where the first equality is by piece–wise differentiating the indirect utility
function, depending on which firm the consumer purchases from and at what
price. After substituting from proposition 2 and simplifying, one obtains the
second equality; it is definitely signed since ∆ ∈ [0, 3s ].
Proof of Result 5: Producer surplus being the sum of individual firm profits
(P S = Π∗I + Π∗E ), I proceed first to analyse how discrimination affects entrant and incumbent respectively. Taking derivatives of equation (3) around
equilibrium values of proposition 2, we have
Z x̃O ∗I

dpO
dx̃O ∗I
dΠ∗I
= (1 − θ)
dx +
p
(13)
d∆
d∆
d∆ O
0
Z x̃N ∗I

dpN
dx̃N ∗I
dx +
p
+ θ
d∆
d∆ N
0
(s − 2∆)(1 − θ)θ
=
>0
(14)
4t
Since ∆ ∈ [0, 3s ], as before, the expression is definitely signed and the incumbent benefits from HBPD. Turning to the entrant,
dΠ∗E
d∆

1

dp∗E
dx̃O ∗E
O
= (1 − θ)
dx −
p
d∆ O
x̃O d∆
Z 1 ∗E

dpN
dx̃N ∗E
+ θ
dx −
p
d∆ N
x̃N d∆
(s − ∆)(1 − θ)θ
= −
<0
4t
Z

15


(15)

(16)

Finally, combining the results, we have
dP S
dΠ∗I dΠ∗E
=
+
d∆
d∆
d∆
∆(1 − θ)θ
= −
4t

(17)

Thus price discrimination harms industry and entrant profile, while benefiting the incumbent as claimed. Finally, since costs are normalised to zero,
industry profit equals total revenue. Thus average prices fall if and only
if industry profits fall; since industry profits fall, this establishes the “pro–
competitive” effect of history–based price discrimination.
Proof of Result 6: After simplifying – prices are just a transfer from consumers to producer, and hence do not enter social welfare – we have:

Z x̃O
Z 1
β − txdx +
β − t(1 − x) − sdx
(18)
W = (1 − θ)
0
x̃O
Z x̃N

Z 1
+ θ
β − txdx +
β − t(1 − x)dx
0

x̃N

Differentiating with respect to ∆ around the equilibrium values yields
dW
d∆

dx̃O
dx̃N
(t(1 − 2x̃O ) + s) + θ
(t(1 − 2x̃N ))
d∆
d∆
∆(1 − θ)θ
= −
≤0
4t

= (1 − θ)

(19)
(20)
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